








































Critically, the ITA and the assessment of effects is based on the maximum event size planned 

for the future. Therefore, the effects are likely to be less for the initial festival event in 2021, 

growing over time to the level of effects as discussed here. 

The ITA concludes at section 8.1: 

The effects on the transport network arising from the festival are related to an increase in 

trip generation that coincides with Auckland Anniversary weekend. The likely transport 

effects relate to: 

> Potential increase in vehicle conflict and delays associated with vehicles turning at the

SH1/Karapiro Road intersection;

> Potential increase in vehicle-cyclist conflict on local roads;

) Potential increase in loss-of-control type crashes due to drivers on unfamiliar local

roads;

> Potential inadequate parking area for festival event greater than 6,500 tickets;

> Vehicle queues at intersections or the event gates impeding through traffic;

> Delays to local through traffic on the local road network.

In terms of safety effects, the IT A reports: 

There are no significant safety problems evident with existing traffic conditions on the 

road network. Potential adverse safety effects relating to the increase in traffic result 

in a low probability of an increase in vehicular conflict, or loss of control type crashes. 

It identifies the most likely locations for potential conflict and explains that 

These potential effects may be able to be mitigated through the use of a Temporary 

Traffic Management Plan (TTM) with a temporary speed restriction at the intersection. 

It may also be possible to improve sight distance by trimming the roadside vegetation. 

Recognising that the majority of visitors to the event may be unfamiliar with local roads, the 

ITA provides recommendations regarding additional mitigation measures such as safety and 

directional signage and sets out, as Appendix E, an indicative signage plan. The ITA goes 

on to recommend advisory sign age in respect of the potential for encountering cyclists and 

the curving alignment of particular stretches of road. 

In terms of efficiency effects, at section 8.1.3: 

Potential efficiency effects relate to the increase in traffic flows on the local roads and 

turning volumes at the State Highway intersections. 

The existing facilities on the State Highways (left turn lane and right turn bay into 

Karapiro Road, and similarly at SH29), mean that the effects on through traffic are 

likely to be minor or less. Those that are affected would face a few seconds extra 

delay, which happens already from time to time and is generally expected during 

holiday period traffic. 
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